
Jack could feel the egg bumping in his pocket. He cupped it gently. It was pitted and 

craggy. Not like a normal egg at all. 

He’d thought it was a pebble at first. That day in the forest. 

They all used the woods as a short cut. But on the egg day Jack had gone in deeper 

than usual to escape Milo and his gang. 

He’d spotted it straight away. Half buried under leaves and glowing faintly. He’d kept it 

of course. But now things were different.

Now it was growing. 

 

That’s how he knew it was an egg. And that it belonged in the forest. They’d done 

habitats at school and Miss Higgins said you had to return living things to their 

homes. 

Jack scanned the clearing. It was hard to tell if this was exactly the right place. 

But he remembered that tree stump. And he thought he recognised the silvery 

tree wrapped in vines. But where to leave the egg? He could rest it on some moss. 

But he’d hate a fox to get it. Or worse, Milo and his mates to find it. No, he needed 

somewhere safer. 

 

‘We know you’re in here somewhere wimp!’

Oh no! Milo!

Jack gripped the egg in his pocket. He could hear the bigger boys charging through 

the trees. 



They would reach the clearing at any moment. Jack tore off his rucksack and tried 

desperately to find a foothold in the nearest tree. It was no use. 

‘You got away last time’ yelled Milo. ‘But we’ll find you. And whatever it is you’re 

hiding.’

Frantically, Jack ducked behind a trunk. Too late, he realised he’d left his rucksack 

behind. 

Milo, Flynn and Blake burst into the clearing. They pounced on the rucksack at once. 

‘What do we have here boys?’ sneered Milo. He held the bag between his thumb and 

forefinger as if it was something disgusting. 

Flynn and Blake sniggered. 

Behind his tree, Jack squeezed his eyes shut. Please don’t see me. 

The gang began thrashing the undergrowth with sticks. ‘Come out, come out 

wherever you are,’ smirked Flynn. 

It could only be a matter of seconds before – Something heavy bumped against 

Jack’s shoulder. He jumped. A vine as thick as a rope slithered from the branches of 

the silver tree. Glancing quickly left and right, Jack grabbed onto it.

‘There he is!’ roared Milo. ‘Get him!’

Swiftly, Jack began to climb. The boys charged towards the tree. But Jack was too 

quick for them. His muscles ached. But he kept going, putting more and more 



distance between himself and the gang. By the time they reached the foot of the 

tree Jack was high among its branches. He hauled the vine up after him and risked a 

look down. Three faces glared up at him furiously. 

 

‘You can’t stay up there forever’ yelled Milo. But his voice sounded faint from up here.  

Jack grinned. He settled himself onto a broad bough and let out a breath. He was 

safe. For now. 

Suddenly he remembered the egg. He hoped it wasn’t damaged. Carefully he 

scooped it out of his pocket. Without warning it gave a lurch in his hands. Jack 

gasped. Its shell shuddered. Then rippled. 

CRACK. 

Not here. Not now.

But whatever was inside the egg didn’t care about being stuck up a tree. Or that Milo 

and his gang had formed a circle around the trunk below. It only knew it was ready to 

come out. Jack watched in amazement as the crack widened. His egg was hatching…
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You’ve heard the beginning of Jack’s adventure. Now it’s your turn. Can you complete 

the story? What happens next is up to you…

What is inside Jack’s egg? 

And where did the mysterious vine come from?

What will happen to Milo and his gang?

Can you finish Jack’s Treetop adventure?


